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Construction –  

One might think that scaffold setup and teardown is intuitively obvious. From experience, 1
st
 time 

volunteers find the scaffold interesting and want to work with it. However, scaffold falls under the 

general safety risks of “fall from height”. “Fall from Height” is, by far, the largest cause of accidents in 

the construction industry. In addition to the fall from height risks, there are other serious risks, mostly 

related to heavy scaffold components falling on workers. 

For the above reasons, scaffold setup and teardown must be done under the direct supervision of a staff 

person or a “regular” volunteer who is trained in OSHA scaffolding safety practices. 

Setup 

1. The setup of a single section of scaffold is pretty self-evident. It gets more complex when a 3-6 

section wide scaffold assembly is setup or torn down. The main issue is getting it level end-to-end. 

If it is not very close to level, end-to-end, the braces and guard rails will not fit. There is very little 

tolerance in the attachment holes on these rails and braces. 

2. If you are doing a long line of 3-6 scaffold sections, you must use some system to get the end 

panels at the same elevation.  

a. The most “elegant” and accurate solution is to use the same laser level that we use on 

foundations. Pick a spot on the scaffold end frame (perhaps the lower horizontal member) 

and raise/lower screw legs to get all end frames at an identical elevation. 

b. A less elegant solution is to “trust” a point on the foundation or the 1
st
 floor wall as being 

level across the whole assembly and setting end panel elevation from that datum. 

3. As you set scaffold components, inspect each one for bent or broken parts, fractured welds or other 

failures. Red tag any component and set it aside, insuring someone else doesn’t pick it up and use 

it. 

4. The general assembly of scaffolding is; 

a. Ground level 

i. Set screw legs at about the right location and about the right elevation. 

ii. Insert the end panels into the screw legs.    

iii. Have one person hold one end panel and a 2
nd

 person hold the 2
nd

 end panel while a 

3rtd person attaches the 2 X-braces. 

iv. Fine adjust on the screw legs to get it plumb in both directions. 

v. If you only going 1 section high, add 3 planks. If you are going 2 or more section 

high, set 2 planks – one toward inside and one toward outside. Setting planks 

requires 2 people. Depending on the height of the screw legs, setting planks requires 

a reach about as high as possible for the average worker. Because of the hooks  

b. If you are only going 1 section high, add the guard rail. Else skip this step until you get to 

the top level 

i. Setting guard rails requires a worker go up on the top with no fall protection. We 

have not found a practical fall protection method that does not introduce worse risks. 
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The worker must be one who is experienced, physically strong and agile. This 

person must be very cautious.  

ii. The guard rail typically starts with a 4ft end panel at each end and guard rail posts 

in-between. Spanning between these posts is an upper and a lower safety rail. Toggle 

pins are inserted at each point that the posts attach to the lower section. 

iii. If the scaffold deck is within 14 inches of the house wall, an inside guard rail is not 

needed. Else, both inside and outside guard rail is required. Check if you generally 

meet the 14 inch rule, but fail it in certain locations. For example, scaffold spanning 

across a garage door opening. In such cases, inside rails are needed in only selected 

spans. 

iv. Occasionally, there are special cases where a safety rail section runs into a higher 

scaffold section. The “candy canes” on the 4ft and 7 ft end panels don’t align. So, 

you will have to use soft steel wire to attach the rail to the 7 ft panel. Be sure the rail 

is on the inside of the panel so that it is strongest when protecting on a fall-outward 

case, 

c. If you are going up a 2
nd

 (or 3
rd

) level of scaffolding, you repeat the 1
st
 level steps, except 

doing it while standing on the lower level. 

i. Setting 2
nd

 level requires workers go up on the top with no fall protection. We have 

not found a practical fall protection method that does not introduce worse risks. The 

worker must be one who is experienced, physically strong and agile. This person 

must be very cautious.  

ii. Workers on the ground (or each lower level), pass up end panels.  Pass them up 

through the open slot between the 2 planks. The worker on the deck inserts the new 

panel onto the connectors on the lower panels. Because these new panels are 

supported by the lower panels, you don’t need additional workers at the upper level. 

Add x-braces. Add toggle pins. Fully plank (or 2 plank) this next level. Complete the 

planking of the lower level.   

iii. The x-brace by itself is not a sufficient guard rail. In addition to the x-brace, a guard 

rail must be attached at the same point as the upper attachment of the x-brace. 

Tear Down 

Tear down is simply the opposite of setup. Key points are; 

1. Removing 2
nd

 level requires workers go up on the top with no fall protection. We have not 

found a practical fall protection method that does not introduce worse risks. The worker 

must be one who is experienced, physically strong and agile. This person must be very 

cautious 

2. Slow people down! People seem to be in a big hurry to start disconnecting braces and 

pulling stuff down. If they aren’t careful, they can cause components to collapse and hurt 

people.  

3. As described above, reaching the planks is about as high as the average worker can reach. It 

takes 2 workers to remove a plank. Be cautious about getting them down. Be sure overhead 

planks are removed before X-braces are removed. 
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4. Taking down planks, end panels and related requires leaning over the edge holding a heavy 

component while someone below takes hold of it. Extreme caution is needed.   
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Safety 

 
6 Fall From 

Height 
Fall off scaffold while 
assembling  or disassembling 
scaffold 

Scaffold assembly and disassembly is only to be 
done under the direct supervision of an 
experienced and OSHA trained “competent 
person”.  
 
An experienced volunteer or supervisor who is 
trained as an OSHA scaffolding competent 
person must be clearly in charge and giving 
direction. He/she is one of the two up top while 
raising or lowering scaffold.  
 
The largest risk is when person climbs onto the 
deck of 1st or 2nd course in order to raise the 
frames for the next course (or guard rail). For 
that moment, he/she is not protected by any 
guard rail.  
 
It is under evaluation if a small SRL should be 
attached to the top of the lower frame as fall 
protection. That probably would be ineffective at 
1st level, but would probably be effective at 2nd 
level.  

 

 
I have heard and understood the briefings on how to safely perform this activity and use the tools 

required for this activity.  

Date ___________________________ 

_________________ Instructor Name    _________________________ Signature 

_________________________ Name    _________________________ Signature 
  


